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BOUNDARY LAYER EFFECTS IN ESTUARIES 

M. R. ABBOTT 

Hydraulics Research S tation , 

W all ingford , B erkshire, England 

ABSTRACT 

This p aper is concerned with the velocity in the boundary layer of an estuary 
during a tida l cycle ; the estuary considered has n egligible salinity eff ect . The problem 

reduces to solv ing the usual non-steady boundary layer equations if it is assumed 
that (a ) flow is two-dimensional, with a horizontal b ed a t any cross-section, and 

(b) little variation in breadth of the estuary in the boundary layer region. Further, 
the eddy v iscosity is considered const ant ; thus the boundary layer equations are 
the same as those for a laminar layer except tha t they h ave an enhanced coeffi cient 

of viscosity due t o turbulence. The surface or main stream velocity is assumed 
sinusoida l in time, though the amplitude and phase lag at any point can be specifi ed 
a rbitrarily . The boundary layer equations a.re solved by a method of successive 

app roximation. The first approximation for the longitudinal velocity contributes 
p eriodic t erms with the frequency of the tida l motion but with attenuated amplitude 

and phase advance near the bed. The second approximation gives, in addition to 
p eriodic t erms having twice the fr equency of the tida l motion, a steady t erm which 
is non-zero even outside the boundary layer . This m ean velocity is of import•ince 

near the bed due to its influence on the movement of loose bed m aterial. A simple 
criterion is given for the direction of mean velocity a t a point just above the bed; 

for the Thames this agrees with observation. The theory is applied in detail to the 
Tham es E stuary, and results compare satisfactorily with observation in spite of 

the assumptions in the theory. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the usual one-dimensional treatment of tidal flow in an estuary, 
the water velocity is taken to be uniform over a cross-section. The 
resulting motion is periodic, with amplitude and phase of velocity 
independent of depth. This simplified model is adequate for deter-
mining tidal amplitude and lag up an estuary, since over much of 
the depth at any point the flow is closely uniform and one-dimen-
sional. However, it is clear that in reality the flow near the bed is 
considerably modified by boundary layer effects. In particular, the 
amplitude and phase of the tidal current near the bed will differ 

(83) 
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from those at the surface. Thus, in order to obtain a more accurate 
and detailed description of flow, it is necessary to consider a variation 
of the velocity with depth. Additional refinements to be considered 
are the retention of the convective acceleration terms as well as the 
usual 8u/8t term. These are nonlinear and can be expected to alter 
radically the details of the theoretical flow ; the velocity may cease 
to be strictly periodic at each depth. 

Due to the complexity of the problem it is necessary to introduce 
several simplifications. First, flow is taken as two-dimensional with 
no variation in the lateral direction. In particular it is assumed that 
the bed is horizontal at each cross-section and that any side effects 
can then be neglected since in practice the width of an estuary is 
much greater than the depth. Secondly, it is assumed that its 
breadth, in the boundary layer region, changes little with the 
longitudinal co-ordinate. Thirdly, it is assumed that the tidal velocity 
in the main stream is sinusoidal in time, though amplitude and 
phase lag can vary with longitudinal co-ordinate in any manner. 
Finally, eddy viscosity is taken constant. In reality, eddy viscosity 
is certainly a function of the depth co-ordinate and of surface tidal 
velocity; therefore it depends on both space co-ordinates and time. 
Due to lack of information on the behaviour of eddy viscosity under 
these conditions of non-steady boundary layer flow, the present 
assumption is adopted, though it is very much an over-simplification. 

In spite of these rather drastic simplifications it is believed that 
the theory gives many of the essential features of fl.ow in an estuary, 
as can be seen when results of the theory are compared with observa-
tions from the Thames. 

The problem reduces to solving the usual non-steady boundary 
layer equations. The behaviour of the main stream velocity is 
assumed known; this information can be obtained from observation 
or can be calculated as a separate problem from one-dimensional 
theory. The latter would be necessary, unless model results were 
available, for determining the possible effect of any proposed arti-
ficial changes in an estuary. The boundary layer equations, with 
this periodic main stream velocity, are solved by a method of succes-
sive approximation (Schlichting, 1932). 

The first approximation for longitudinal velocity contains periodic 
terms having a frequency which is the same as that of the tidal 
motion but having also both attenuated amplitude and phase 
advance near the bed. The exact details depend on the characteristics 
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of the main stream velocity and therefore ultimately on the geometry 
of the estuary and the tide at its mouth. The second approximation 
to the longitudinal velocity component takes account of the non-
linear convective acceleration terms and contributes, besides periodic 
terms with twice the frequency of tidal motion, a nonperiodic term 
which is in general non-zero at all depths, even outside the boundary 
layer. Thus there is superimposed on the periodic motion a net 
motion of water either landward or seaward at each position and 
depth. This net motion is known as the mass transport when it 
refers to the net movement of a given particle of water, while the 
mean velocity, which is used in this paper, refers to conditions at 
a fixed point. 

A knowledge of the magnitude and direction of the mean velocity 
at a point near the bed is of practical importance due to its influence 
on the movement of loose bed material. It is found that, if the surface 
velocity in an estuary is written as 

U(x,t)= U0 (x)cos{wt-'IJl(x)}, 

U0 (x) being the amplitude of the tidal current, '!Jl(x) the lag, and 
2 n/w the tidal period, then the mean velocity just above the bed 
is landward or seaward according as 

d 
dx (U0 e11') 0. 

At a point on an estuary where U 0 e11' is a maximum, there is a mean 
velocity at the bed towards this point from both upstream and 
downstream; it is likely therefore that at such a point there is an 
accumulation of bed material. In fact, it is shown for the Thames 
that a maximum of U0 e11' actually occurs in the Mud Reaches, which 
is well known as a region of heavy silting. 

The method employed in this paper follows that of Schlichting 
(1932). The main mathematical results can also be deduced from 
Longuet-Higgins (1953), who treats in detail the general problem 
of mass transport in water waves; however, in the present less 
general application it is felt that the simple derivation from Schlich-
ting's work is of interest. 

II. GENERAL THEORY 

Boundary layer equations are now derived for an estuary with 
a known periodic surface velocity due to the tide at its mouth. The 
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simplifications given in § I are adopted: flow is taken to be two-
dimensional, with no variation in the lateral direction; the bed of 
the estuary at any cross-section is assumed horizontal; and eddy 
viscosity is considered constant. Due to turbulence, the kinematic 
eddy viscosity (v) is much greater than the molecular kinematic 
viscosity for laminar motion; v, which occurs as a parameter in 
the theory, is estimated for the Thames from experimental data. 

The x-axis is taken along the bed, the positive direction upstream, 
while the y-axis is directed upwards. The equation of motion in the 
x-direction is then 

OU+ u!!.'!!'. + V OU+_!__ Op = V (02
U + o

2
u) 

at ox oy (! ax ox2 oy2 ' 
(1) 

where (u , v) is the water velocity, (! water density, and p pressure. 
In the main stream, outside the boundary layer, we have Bernoulli's 
equation 

(2) 

where U (x, t) is the main stream velocity, or, in particular, the sur-
face velocity. The usual boundary layer approximations are made 
by neglecting o2u /ox2 in comparison with 82u/oy2 and by taking 
op/ox as a function of x only: from (1) and (2) therefore 

OU au au OU OU 82u 
- +u - +v- = -+ U-+ v- -. 
at ax ay at ax ay2 

(3) 

If it is assumed that changes in the breadth of the estuary in the 

b d I . ff t· I II [ . . 1 8 u 1 8 b oun ary ayer reg10n are e ec 1ve y sma requrrmg - - )) - --
1 av 1 ob u 8 x b ox 

and ---;; 0 y » ---,; 
0 

y say, where b (x, y) is the local breadth of the 

estuary], then the continuity equation is simply 

au av 
-+- = 0. (4) 
ax ay 

The surface velocity is assumed known and is expressed as 

U(x, t) = U1 (x) cos wt+ U2 (x) sinw t = (U1 -i U 2
)eiwt, (5) 

where "the real part of" is implied. Eqs. ( 1) to ( 4) are those used 
by Schlichting (1932), with the simpler oscillation U = U

1 
cos wt 
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replacing (5). This applies only in the present application to an 
estuary in which the tide can be represented by a standing oscilla-
tion. The more general expression (5) permits amplitude and phase 
of the tidal current to be specified at each point of an estuary, and 
in § III and IV Schlichting's analysis is extended to cover this case. 

III. FIRST APPROXIMATION 

The boundary layer eqs. (3) and (4), with the main stream velocity 
given by (5), are solved by successive approximation. We write 

the first approximation is obtained from (3) with the convective 
acceleration terms neglected; eqs. (3) and (4) are then linear and 
can be readily solved for u1 and v1 • The second approximation then 
involves the convective acceleration terms evaluated according to 
the first approximation with u = u1 , v = v1 • It is seen that neglect 
of the convective terms is a valid first approximation if 

1u:~1«1:~1, 
or roughly u« Vg°h, 

where his the mean depth of the estuary. In general this is satisfied 
and we can proceed as indicated. 

Neglecting the convective terms in (3), the following is obtained 

for Ui aul a2 Ui a U 
--')/-=-. (6) at ay2 at 

Put 'YJ=YVW 2v 

and introduce a stream function 

we then have 

_ 0]v (UI _ · UI) icot r U1= (U1-iU2) eicott;f, Vi- - 1 i 2 e .,1, 
. OJ 

and substituting (9) into (6) gives 

(7) 

(8) 

(9), (10) 
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·rI _ _!_rIII_. 
'!, <,,l 2 <,,l - '!, 0 

[18, 2 

(11) 

On the bed, both components of velocity are zero, and as the surface 
is approached, u1-+ U, the main stream velocity. In general, the 
depth is many times greater than the boundary layer thickness and 
the boundary layer effect is therefore insensible before the surface 
is reached; thus, so far as the effect on u1 is concerned, the surface 
can be taken as 'f/ = oo . The boundary conditions are then 

C1 = o, Ci= o for 'f/ = o 
and 

Ci -+ 1 as 'f/ -+ oo. 

The solution of ( 11) is therefore 

Cf= l-e-<i+i>11, 
or 

C1= -½(l-i)+'f/ + ½(1-i) e-<1+i>11. 

The real and imaginary parts of (12) and (13) give 

C 1, = - ½ + 'f/ + ½ r 11 ( cos 'f/ - sin 'f/) 

Cii = ½-½e-11 (cos 'f/ + sin 'f/) 

ct = 1-e-11 cos 'fJ, CL = e-11 sin 'f/ · 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16), (17) 

Hence, from (9) and (10) the first approximation to the velocity is 
given by 

Ui = (U1Ci, + U2CL) cos wt+ (U2 Ci,- U1C!i) sin wt (18) 

Vi= -v: { (Uf C1, + u~ Cli) cos wt+ (U~ C1,- Uf cli) sin wt} . (19) 

It can be seen from (19) that for large 'f/ 

V2v au 
V1 -+ - - 'f/ ( Uf cos Wt + u~ sin Wt) = - Y - ; 

w ax 
this is consistent at the surface with the one-dimensional continuity 

t . £ . . au as equa ion or motion m an estuary, the latter being h - + - = O ax at ' 
where h is depth and a H /8 t is the vertical water velocity at the 
surface. 
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The shear on the bed is given by 

-r = ev(ou1) = e V_!_wv(au1) 
oy o 2 O'f/ o 

= (! V ½wv [ (U1 + U2 crn cos wt+ (U2C{~ - ul crn sin wt]o- (20) 

From (16) and (17) 

hence from ( 20) 

-r = (! V½wv { (U1+ U2) cos wt+ (U2- U1) sin wt} . (21) 

The functions C1,, Cli, C~,, CL in (18) and (19) can be obtained 
numerically from similar functions given by Schlichting (1932). Our 
C1, ('f/), Cli ('f/), C i, ('f/), Ct ('f/) are respectively Schlichting's 

!_ C 1 , ( v2-'f/) , !._ C 1 i ( V2 'f/ ) , Cir ( V2 'f/ ) , CL ( V2 'f/ ) . The differ-

V 2 V2 

ence results from the factor v2 in (7), which was introduced, follow-
ing the advice of a referee, in order to simplify some of the equations 
of this and the following section. 

IV. SECOND APPROXIMATION 

In the second approximation the nonlinear convective accelera-
tion terms are retained, but they are evaluated according to the first 
approximation determined above. In fact, u2 is given by 

OU2_,,,a2u2= uau _UOU1_vau1 
at a y2 ax 1 ax 1 a y ' 

(22) 

after putting u = u1 + u2 , v = v1 + v2 in (3) and taking account of (6). 
The convective terms on the right of (22) can be written in terms of 
U1 , U2 and C1 by means of (5), (18) and (19). The final result is 
obtained as 

OU2 02u2 U ur U ur) ( rIB lr rII lr rII) l'(U ur 2--- w~=( 1 1+ 2 2 l-.,1"'1+2.,1.,1+2"'1"'1 -2i 1 2 0 t U'f/ 
-U~U2HC1C{1 - c---; C~1) + (U1 -i U2) (U~ -iUD (l -C~2 + C1C~1

) e2
iwt' (23) 

where a bar is used to denote a complex conjugate. The algebraic 
details of this step are omitted for brevity. 
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The solution of (23) is of the form 

U2 = GI ('Y/) + G2 ('Y/) e2iwt; (24) 

here GI is the steady contribution and represents mean velocity at 
a point, and G2 is the amplitude of the second harmonic part of 
velocity; GI and G2 vary with x as well as 'Y/, but x is merely a para-
meter in this context. Eq. (24) is substituted into (23) and coefficients 
of 1 and e2iwt are equated. This gives respectively 

wG{1 = -(UI U{ + U 2U~) (l - C{Ci +½CIC{1 +½fiC:1 ) 

(25) 

and 
4iwG2-wGf = (UI-iU 2)(U~-iU~)(l-C~2 +C1 CI1) . (26) 

From (25), with the aid of (12) and (13), we obtain 

w G1 = (Uiu{ + u2u~) c~b + (u1u~-u~u2) cL + cirJ+ C2, (27) 

where 

(~b = -¼ e-21] + 2 e-1] sin 'Y/ +½ e-1] COS rJ-½ 'YJ e- 1] (COS 'Y}-Sin 'Y})-¾ (28) 

CL= -¼e-2 11 +½e-11 sin 'Y}- e-11 cos rJ-½ 'Y/e-11 (sin 'Y/ +cos 'Y/) +¾, ( 29) 

and cI and c2 are constants of integration. On the bed, mean velocity 
is zero, therefore c2 = 0. Also, mean velocity must remain finite as 
'Y/ -+ =, hence cI = 0. In the vicinity of the bed, which so far as 
the movement of sediment is concerned is the region of greatest in-
terest, the mean velocity can therefore be written as 

GI= :(U1U~+ U2UDC~b+ (UIU~-U~U2)CL. (30) 

Outside the boundary layer, 

3 
GI - + 4w (UI U~- u~ U2- UI U~- U2 ui); (31) 

for U 2 = 0 this agrees with Schlichting (1932). Eq. (31) is not valid 
right to the surface, since no account has been taken of the boundary 
condition at the free surface. 

From (30), together with (28) and (29), it can be shown that 
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G{(O) = /w {(U 1 - U2 ) U~+ (U1 + U2) U~}, (32) 

while G1 (0) = 0. Therefore, mean velocity just above the bed is 
landward or seaward according as 

(33) 

This is a simple criterion to apply since it depends only on the 
behaviour of surface currents. Some further discussion of (33) is 
given in § VI. 

Mean velocity, considered above, refers to conditions at a fixed 
point while the net movement of water particles over a tidal cycle 
is determined from the mass transport velocity. It is shown by 
Longuet-Higgins in an appendix to Russell and Osorio (1957) that 
(fJM/orJ)o = (aG1/fJ'Y))o, where M denotes mass transport velocity, 
which is of course, with the mean velocity, zero on the bed. There-
fore, just above the bed, mass transport and mean velocity are in 
the same direction and consequently (33) also applies as a criterion 
for the mass transport direction at a point just above the bed. 
The movement of suspended sediment is controlled mainly by mass 
transport, that of sediment on the bed by mean velocity; it is likely, 
therefore, that if sediment is in motion near the bed, it also moves 
in a direction given by (33). 

An expression for mass transport can be derived from u1 , v1 , 

G1 , and it can be shown, after a change of notation, that the ex-
pression obtained agrees with Longuet-Higgins (1953: eq. 188). In 
particular, outside the boundary layer, 

M -+ 
4 

( 5 u 1 u~ - 5 U{ u 2 - 3 u 1 u~ - 3 u 2 u~) , 

which is in agreement with his eq. (189). 
Now it remains to determine the second harmonic component of 

velocity from (26). The expressions involved are lengthy and only 
the final result is given: 

u2= G1 (rJ)+: { (U1 U~-U2U~)C~ar+(U1 U2)1 C~a,}cos2wt 

- ~{(U1 U~-U2U~)CLi-(U1 U2)1 C~ar}sin2wt, (34) 

where C~a ('Y)) is Schlichting's C~a (V2'Y)). 
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In the theory of this section we started by assuming a main 
stream velocity given by U = U1 cos wt+ U 2 sin wt, but we obtained 
from the second approximation a steady term superimposed on this. 
However, this steady term is small compared with U1 and U 2 , so 
the dominant part of the main stream velocity can be correctly 
taken as above. 

V. DETAILS FOR THE THAMES ESTUARY 

The theory presented in the previous sections is now applied in 
detail to the Thames. The origin is taken at London Bridge, with the 
positive x-direction upstream; from now on x is in miles, with 
Southend, for example, at the seaward or downstream end of this 
estuary, being given by x = - 43. The mean depth between London 
Bridge and Southend is about 30 ft . 

10 

10 

,, 

0 -IQ -20 -JO 

X MILES 

Figure 1. U1 (x) for the Thames Estuary . 

..... • -~ Ir 

5 
I 

', 

0 -10 -20 -JO 
X MILES 

Figure 2. U 2 (x) for the Thames Estuary. 

-40 
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Amplitude and lag of the tidal current up the Thames are obtained 
from Inglis and Allen (1957: table 6) for a tide on 2 November 1948. 
U1 and U 2 are obtained from these quantities and are shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2 along with the smoothed curves which are used from 
now on. It is necessary to smooth the rather erratic curves since 
U~ and U~ are required in the theory. With U~ and U~ calculated 
from these smoothed curves, with C1,, cli' c~,, ct, C~ar' C~ai' c~b 
derived from Schlichting (1932), and with the new function ( 1 

2c 
shown in Fig. 3, we calculate the following quantities. 

,-o 

0·8 

0 ·6 

I 

2( 

0 · 2 

0 

Figure 3. Graph of ( ~c. 

(i) The Longitudinal Velocity Near the Bed. The longitudinal 
velocity component to the second order is calculated from (18), (30) 
and (34) over a complete tidal cycle. This is shown in Fig. 4 at 
x = - 40 and x = - 20 and at distances up from the bed given by 

'Y/ = 1/(2 Vii and 'Y/ = 11v2. Surface velocity, from (5), is given for 
comparison. 

Experimental results obtained from Long Reach (x = - 20) are 
shown in Fig. 5. There is reasonable agreement in the general shape, 
though detailed comparison is difficult because of the rather random 
behaviour of the experimental results, particularly at 1 ft from the 
bed, and because of lack of information about the value of v. The 

agreement in amplitude is best if 'Y/ = 1/(2V2) is made to correspond 
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SURFACE 

I 
l) = ./T 

I 
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X = - 40 : NEAR SOUTHEND 

X - - 20 LONG REACH 

t HOURS 

Figure 4. Longitudinal velocity at various d epths. 

(18, 2 

to y = I ; this gives for the kinematic eddy viscosity a value of 
5.7 x 10-4 ft 2/sec, which compares with a purely molecular value of 
1.2 x 10-5 ft2 /sec at 15°C. Some support for the use of a constant 
eddy viscosity is obtained from another series of observations in 
the Thames at x = - 20; this series included the velocity at 4 ft 
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from the bed and it appears that 'Y/ = v2 corresponds roughly to 
y = 4, giving the same value of v as above. 

The theoretical phase lead of the velocity near the bed, shown in 
Fig. 4, has some confirmation from experimental results. For instance, 
at x = - 20 the theory gives the current I ft above the bed as 60 min-
utes in advance of the surface current; on the other hand, in Fig. 5, 
the current I ft up is slack, on the average, about 45 minutes before 
the surface current becomes slack. 

o~-t--+----11----'-t--+---t-H---+.---+_: ······ o FT. BElCM' SURF/CE 
- : \ : ---M IO DEPTH 

f--i--t- -j,,f...\~~:,;.:.-+,~ .. -.:·.-.;...' +---+--+-- - ? ·\:_::::,~ - I FT. ABOVE BED 

~2t-T--~---l~\ ~---~~/~~-~•-~~',:,+-~-+----I~ 
u {J"- F'\ W l,,.J r\ I 

~~+-.:f---JJ.A!.1 _ _ ~:\ -+----le----_.L-~ 
> 0 : , : ,. ,,,-, . ' :\. ./1 ,; _., ',.-H ":-t·· -f--+--:-: P''~.-F-__, t ' '.','" 

-21--+i-+. - +--+--;+..,\•,. -•+--'-'--+-,,_,',,._• -1-----t--,.J--A~ -!-- ---,c,/ __ ;. ~:·· - : \\ /,/ : a ',\ --- ' -....• 'f.J ... .. , .. · I 
-~t-T-- t----+---+-+-+--': ..... >-'-·.·_·•"•-+· -it----+--+~+--~-+----1~, 

L.W. H.W. L.W. H.W. L.W. 

Figure 5. Measured longitudinal velocity throughout two tidal cycles in Long Reach. 
From Inglis and Allen (1957). 

(ii) Mean Velocity Near the Bed. The mean velocity near the bed, 
calculated from (30), is shown in Fig. 6 at various x. The theory 
indicates a landward mean velocity up the bed of the estuary to a 
point between x = 0 and x = IO, where it reverses to seaward just 
above the bed. At I ft above the bed, between x = - 20 and x = - 30, 
the order of the theoretical mass transport velocity is 0.086 ft /sec, 
which represents a net excursion of 3,800 ft in a tidal period; this is 
smaller than the values given by Inglis and Allen (1957): about 
8,000 ft at positions I ft above the bed. The theory gives 8,000 ft 
at 2 ft above the bed. 

According to Inglis and Allen, the first reversal point of the mean 
velocity just above the bed, reckoning from the seaward end of the 
estuary, occurred in the Mud Reaches between x = - I I and x = - I 5; 
present calculations place the reversal point between x = 0 and 
x = IO. This difference is not due to failure of the theory; rather, it 
results from the extreme sensitivity to U1 and U2 of several of the 
formulae and from a lack of experimental points, in particular 
between x = - 5 and x = - IO, x = - 20 and x = - 40 (Fig. I) and 
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11 4 :X: - -20 : LONG REACH 

3 

2 2 

o+-=---,----, o~:___....,. ___ .---~ 
o ·I ·2 0 · I ·2 ·3 

c
1 

(1\ )(FT/SEC LANDWARD) 

3 

2 

0-1--=:::;...---.----~---, 
0 · I · 2 ·3 · 4 

c
1 

( 1J )(FT/SEC) 

I 

- ·I 0 · I · 2 ·J ·4 

G1 (11 )(FT/SEC) 

Figure 6. Mean velocity near t he bed. 

between x = 5 and x = - IO (Fig. 2), where smoothed curves had to 
be drawn to obtain the derivatives. It can be shown from (33) that, 
if the dotted curves are taken in Figs. 1 and 2 between x = - IO 
and x = - 15, the theoretical reversal point occurs in the vicinity 
of x = - 13, which is in good agreement with the experimental 
evidence. The points between x = - IO and x = - 15 fall on a smooth 
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curve; due to the scatter in the rest of the range, it would not be 
satisfactory to apply the theory by following more exactly the 
individual points. 

(iii) The Shear on the Bed and the Vertical Veloci ty Component 
N ear the B ed. The shear on the bed and the vertical component of 
velocity are given to the first order by (19) and (21) respectively. 
At x = - 20, the shear leads the surface velocity by about 1 ½ hours, 
and at 1 ft above the bed the vertical component of velocity has a 
corresponding lead of over 3½ hours. The maximum shear, with v 

as in (i), is 2.1 x 10-3 lb wt/ft 2 and the maximum vertical velocity, 
1 ft up, is 3.4 x 1 o-s ft /sec. This latter figure is so small compared 
to the settling velocity that it can have no direct effect on the 
suspension of solids in an estuary. 

The value of maximum shear given above is too small by a factor 
of about 30 when compared with the value given by Chezy's formula, 
using the known value of Chezy's constant for the Thames. Also, 
it can be shown from (18) that the energy dissipation in one tidal 
cycle is too small according to the present theory by a factor of 
about 40. Therefore, v, as given in (i), is too small either on a shear 
or on an energy basis by about 103 , since both maximum shear 
[from (21 )] and energy dissipation are proportional to v1!. in the 
present theory. Due to the flow being turbulent, such a discrepancy 
is to be expected, since the constant value of v used above was 
estimated in (i) solely on velocity considerations; and it is unlikely 
that the particular constant value chosen reproduces the turbulent 
shear correctly. 

VI. FURTHER REMARKS ON THE DIRECTION OF 

MEAN VELOCITY JUST ABOVE THE BED 

The criterion ( U1 - U 2) U~ + ( U1 + U 2) U~ 0, derived in § IV for 
landward or seaward mean velocity just above the bed, is applicable 
when the surface velocity is expressed as 

U(x, t) = U1 (x) cos wt+ U2 (x) sin wt. 

If instead we use the more natural form 

U ( X , t) = U o ( X) COS { W t - '1/J ( X) } , (35) 
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where U0(x) is the amplitude of the surface current and 1J!(X) the 
lag1, the criterion becomes simply 

U~ + U01J!1 O 

or :x(u0 e1P) ~ O (36) 

for landward or seaward mean velocity respectively. Reversal points 
of the mean velocity are given by U~ + U O 1J!1 = 0. If we plot a 
graph of U0 e1P against x (positive direction of x upstream), the mean 
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Figure 7. Graph of U0 e1P age.inst x for the The.mes. 

velocity is landward or seaward, depending on whether the slope of 
this graph is positive or negative and the reversal points correspond 
to the stationary points of U0 e1P. This is shown for the Thames in 
Fig. 7 ; as noted in§ V, there is a mean velocity into the Mud Reaches 

1 In this notation: 0 1----'>-
3 

Uo ( U0 1µI - Ul) and M - + .!!!_ (5U
0

1µI _ 3 ur) 
4w o 4 w o 

outside the boundary layer. 
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from both upstream and downstream which could account for the 
heavy silting in this region. 

If the lag is linear with x up an estuary, so that "PI is constant, 
then it is seen that the reversal point will be landward of the loca-
tion of maximum tidal current. 

As a simple example, consider an estuary which is such that U0 

is constant and 1P = wx/c, where c = t/gh and his a constant depth. 
In this case then the tide is a constant amplitude progressive wave 
travelling along the estuary with constant speed. Now, with U~ = O 

and "PI > 0 in (36), the mean velocity just above the bed is always 
landward in such an estuary. Of course, in practice the relations 
U0 = constant and 1J)!X.X apply to part of an estuary only; eventually, 
as we go landward, the amplitude ceases to be constant and the 
mean velocity may then change direction at some point given by 
(36). But, it can be seen that, since the direction of mean velocity 
just above the bed has a large influence on the net direction of 
sediment movement, a portion of an estuary with a constant am-
plitude progressive tide is not in equilibrium since, according to 
the present theory, there is always this landward mean velocity 
which will eventually change the shape and characteristics of the 
estuary; and in doing so, it will change the pattern of the tides. The 
new direction of the mean velocity up the estuary could then be 
calculated from (36), once the new tidal behaviour is known. 

Consider an estuary which has no mean velocity just above the 
bed throughout its length. If this is so, apart from transport by 
turbulent diffusion, there is little net movement of sediment; thus 
the estuary remains constant in shape and might be said to have 
attained a stationary state. From (36), the condition for this is 

U~+ uo"PI = 0 
or (37) 

if 1P = O at x = 0. Since tp is an increasing function of x, we have, 
on the assumptions of the present theory, that an estuary which is 
stationary has the amplitude of the tidal current decreasing in the 
landward direction in accord with (37). This differs from the usual 
idea that an estuary is in a stationary condition if the amplitude of 
the tidal current is constant along it. It is believed that the present 
condition is more realistic, since it is related more closely to the 
mechanism by which an estuary adjusts its shape. 
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My thanks are due Mr. G. H. Lean of the Hydraulics Research 
Station, Wallingford, for first suggesting the application of Schlich-
ting's work to this problem. The work described in this paper was 
carried out as part of the research programme of the Hydraulics 
Research Board of the Department of Scientific and Industrial 
Research and is published with the permission of the Director of 
Hydraulics Research. 
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